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ABSTRACT 
Using the notion of the complete convergence ofa sequence of measurable functions we introduce the 
notion of a complete density point of a measurable set. Using complete density points we generate 
a topology on the real line between ordinary and density topology. An ingenious construction of 
Lekkerkerker enables us to prove that the simple density topology is strictly stronger than the complete 
topology. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper S will denote the o-algebra of Lebesgue measurable sets 
on the real line, / - - the ~-ideal of null sets, ;~--the Lebesgue measure. Further, 
n.A={nx: xEA},A-x0={x-x0 :  x~A}andA~BmeansthatA /~B6 l .  
Recall that x is a Lebesgue density point of a set A c S if and only if 
;~(A ~ [x - h, x + h]) 
lim = 1. 
h~o+ 2h 
The above condition is equivalent to each of the following statements ( ee, for 
example, [9]): 
' '1 )  ~.(A A [x - n'X + 
lim = 1 
tZ 
lim L(n. (A -x )N[ -1 ,  1]) =2,  
n- ->~ 
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{X(n.(A--x))N[--1,1]}nEN converges in measure to g[-1,1l. 
Observe that in the above formulation we can use instead of {n}neN any 
tn+l increasing sequence {tn}neU convergent to infinity such that sup T < ec. For the 
detailed iscussion see [ 11, pp. 680-681]. 
It is of great interest hat the reformulation of the definition of the Lebesgue 
density point in terms of the convergence of a sequence of characteristic functions 
of dilations of a measurable set gives us an opportunity to study the local structure 
of a measurable set more deeply. With this new tool in hand one may consider 
more subtle properties of the notion and study its various generalizations and also 
category analogues. 
In our paper we put stronger equirement on convergence of the sequence 
{X(n.(a--x))N[--1,1]}nEU than the convergence in measure arising in a natural way in 
the classical Lebesgue density point and even stronger than the convergence almost 
everywhere used in [ 1 ]. 
It is well known that if we associate with each set A ~ S the set q~(A) -- 
{x ~ 7"/: x is a density point of A}, then the operator op: S ---> 2 n has the following 
properties: 
1. A ~ B ~ qb(A) -= (P(B); 
2. dp(A) ~ A (the Lebesgue density theorem); 
3. cp (13) = 13, q5 (~) = ~;  
4. qb(A N B) = qb(a) N qS(B). 
From 2 it follows easily that ¢P (A) ~ S for A 6 S. 
The family Vd = {A E S; A C cP(A)} is a topology on the real line (called the 
density topology) stronger than the ordinary topology r on the real line (see [8, 
Chapter 22] or [2]). 
In [ 1 ] the following definition has been introduced and the following facts have 
been proved: 
Definition 1. A point x c ~ is said to be a simple density point of a set A E S if 
and only if 
{X(n.(A-x))N[-I,1]}ncN onverges a.e. to X[-1,1]. 
If we put qs~ (A) = {x ~ 7~: x is a simple density point of A} for A ~ S, then from 
the fact that on a finite measure space almost everywhere convergence implies 
convergence in measure it follows that OPs(A) C qS(A) for each A ~ S. Also: 
ls. A ~ B ~ dPs(A)-= qbs(B); 
3s. qbs (0) ---- 0, ~s (~) ---- ~;  
4s. OPs(A N B) = OPs(A) N qbs(B); 
5s. qSs (A) ~ S for each A 6 S. 
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The family rs = {A c S; A C ~s(A)} is a topology stronger than an ordinary 
topology and weaker than the density topology. However, the "simple" version of 
the Lebesgue Density Theorem does not hold, since for each c ~ (0, 1) there exists 
a measurable (in fact perfect and nowhere dense) set C c [0, 1] such that k(C) = c 
and ~(C)  = 0 (see again [1]). 
Observe that x is a simple density point of A c S if and only if 
k(lim, n~c-inf (n . (A-x) )N[ -1 ,1] )=2 
or equivalently 
k(lim sup (n. (A l -x ) )  n [-1, 1]) =0.  
n~oo 
We present further results in this direction. Since we put stronger than 
in case of simple density requirements on the convergence of the sequence 
{ X(n. (a-x))N[-1,1] }n c U in the definition of a density point, we obtain again a stronger 
version of the density point and next coarser topology. We involve the notion of the 
complete convergence of the sequence of measurable functions. 
Definition 2 ([4] or [6, p. 50]). We say that a sequence {J;,}n~,, of measurable 
functions defined on [-1, 1] converges completely to a measurable function f if 
and only if 
oo 
nlirn ~k({y :  ]f j(y)- f(Y)t > e})=0 
for each e > 0, 
Observe that the above condition is equivalent to 
DO 
Zk({y  C [-1, 1]: 
n=l  
I fn(Y)- f(Y)] > e}) < 
for each e > 0, and that the complete convergence implies the convergence almost 
everywhere. 
2. COMPLETE DENSITY TOPOLOGY 
Now we are ready to introduce the notion of a complete density point and complete 
density topology. 
Definition 3. We say that a point x c 7-¢ is a complete density point of a set A c S 
if and only if 
{X(n.(A-x))n[ 1. I1 }nEN converges completely to XI-1, ~1. 
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Proposition 4. A point x c ~ is a complete density point of a set A ~ S if and only 
if Y~n= j ( (n . (A ' -x ) )n [ -1 ,1 ] )<cx~.  
Proof. Put fn = X(n-(A-x))N[-1,1] forn 6 N, f = X[-I,I]. 
Then for ~ >/1 we have {x 6 [-1,  1]: If~(x) - f (x) l  > ~} = 0 and for ~ 6 (0, 1) 
{xE[--1,1]: I f~(x) -  f (x ) l>E}=(n . (A ' -x ) )N[ -1 ,1 ] fo reachn6N.  [] 
Put q~c(A) = {x 6 ~: x is a complete density point of A} for A c S. Obviously 
we have 
(,)  ~c(A) CC~s(A)C~(A) for each A E S. 
In a standard way (compare [1 l, p. 682]) one can prove: 
Proposition 5. 
lc. A ~ B --+ dPc(A) = ~c(B); 
3c. ~c(0) = 0, qbc(~) = 7~; 
4c. d~c(A n B) = d~c(A) N ~c(B). 
Proposition 6. For each c 6 (0, 1) there exists a measurable set C C [0, 1] such 
that )~(C) = c and C~c(C) = 0. 
Proof. If C C [0, 1] is the set for which )~(C) = c and ~s(C) = 0 (compare [1]), 
then obviously ~c(C) = 0. [] 
So the complete version of the Lebesgue Density Theorem does not hold. 
However, the operator ~c(A) has some more properties similar to that of ~. 
Theorem 7. For each A ~ S, ~c(A) E S. 
Proof. Take A 6 S. Recall that x E the(A) if and only if 
oo  
Z~. ( (n . (X -x ) )n [ -1 ,1 ] )  <oo. 
n=l  
Let fa(x ,  y) = Xn(A'-x)N[-1,1](Y). The function f A is clearly a nonnegative 
measurable function of two variables. Furthermore l t f A (x, y) = ~n~__l f A (X, y). 
The function fA is measurable [0, oo]-valued function of two variables. We have 
OO O~ 
Z o Z f "' -- f 
n=l  n=l  
where the second identity follows from the monotone convergence theorem. There- 
fore x E ~c(A) if and only if f fa (x ,y )dy  < ~.  Finally ~c(A) 6 S since by 
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Tonelli's theorem (see [10]) the function x ~ f fA(x, y)dy is measurable, and 
preimage %.(A) of  the complement set of {~} is a measurable set. [] 
Theorem 8. The family rc = {A • S; A C qbc(A)} is a topology stronger than the 
natural topology r and weaker than the density topology rd. Moreover c C S, i.e. 
75 C'Cc C'gd C S. 
Proof. Obviously 0 • rc and 7~ • rc by virtue of  3c. I f  A, B • re, then A n B • rc 
by virtue of 4c. 
As usual, a little bit more difficult is to prove that rc is closed under arbitrary 
unions (since rc is included in the ~-algebra S). But from the fact that ~c(A) C 
¢5(A) for each A • S, it follows that v~. C rd C S, so the union of  arbitrary subfamily 
of  rc belongs to S as required. Moreover, i fA  -- {At}tev C ~c, then for each t • T 
we have At C ~c(At) C ~b~.(UA) (the monotonicity of dpc follows from 4c) and 
finally U,A =UtcT  At C cb~.(UA), so U,A Etc. [] 
To prove the main result of  this paper, namely, that rc is strictly weaker than rs, 
we should use the set E C [ l, oo) possessing the following properties: 
(1) L(E) = +ec,  
(2) for almost all x • (0, ~)  card({k • N: kx • E}) < 1%. 
The existence of such a set E has been proved in [5, Theorem 3]. Moreover, the 
oo set E can be even Jordan measurable (E = Up=l (ap, bp), ap < bp < ap+l, for 
p • N and ap --+ oo). 
Theorem 9. There exists' a set B • S such that 0 is a simple density point of B but 
not complete density point of B. 
Proof. Let E C [1, +oc)  be the set of  Lekkerkerker. Put A = f(E),  where 
1 = ~n=l  X((n- A) n [ -1 ,  1]) oc and ,L(lim SUpn_,ec(n f(x) x" We shall show that = • 
A) n [--1, 1]) = 0, then the set B = 7~ - A will fulfill all requirements. Let 
En = E N [n,n + 1) and An = f(En) = A N (ff-~,~] for n • N. We have 
obviously E ~c A oc U,,=l En, Un=l An and X(E) oo = = = ~]n=l ;~(En) = +oc.  Observe 
OO . 00 that (n • A) N [--1, 1] ---- n • Uk=n Ak), so )~((n • A) N [ -1 ,  1]) = n ~k=~)~(A~). 
Hence 
__L((n.A)  N[-1, I ] )=__  n. k(Ak) = i 'k(An) 
n=l  n=l  k=n n=l  i=1  
= E ~ n(n2 + 1);~(An)" 
n=l  
I , we have 1 I for x • [n, n + 1) and therefore Since ]f '(x)] = x~ ~ < [/ ' (x)[  ~< 
)~(An) >~ ~;~(En)  for n • N (see, for example [7, p. 197]). 
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It follows that 
~ n(n + 1) 
~-~n(n_+2 1)~(an) >/Z 2-(n.~_ ~-~(En) 
n=l  n=l  
n(n+l )  and the series on the fight is divergent since ~ > ½ for n large enough (n ~> 3). 
So ~,=1 )~((n • A) fq [-1,  1]) = ~ and 0 is not a complete density point of B. 
n Suppose now that x E (0, 1]. Since ~ E A if and only if x E E and E is a 
Lekkerkerker set, for almost all points of the form z = 1, z • n E E may happen 
only for finitely many n c N, and f transforms null sets onto null sets, we obtain 
that for almost all x E (0, 1], x 6 A only for finitely many n E N. Therefore 
~.(limsupn_,~(n - A) A [-1,  1]) = 0 and 0 is a simple density point of B. [] 
Theorem 10. re ~ rs. 
OQ Proof. Let E = Up=l (ap, bp) be a Lekkerkerker set. Take 
D= ~jl[2ap+bp_ 3 , ap+2bP]3 . 
Obviously )~(D) = ~ and D has also the property (2) as a subset of E. The set 
= ~ - f(D), where f(x) = I,  belongs to rs but not to rc. Indeed i fx E B - {0}, 
then x is an interior point of B, so it is also a simple density point of B and 0 is 
also a simple density point of B by virtue of Theorem 9. Simultaneously 0 is not a 
complete density point of B, the proof being almost he same as of Theorem 9. [] 
Summarizing above results we obtain the following sequence of proper inclusions 
for discussed topologies 
3. COMMENTS 
Let {tn}neN be an increasing sequence of real numbers convergent to infinity 
(tl >/1). 
Definition 11 ([12]). A point x C R is said to be a simple density point of a set 
A E S with respect to a sequence {tn}ncN if and only if 
{X(tn.(A-x)M[-1,1I)}nEN converges a.e. to X[-I,II. 
Definition 12. We say that a point x 6 R is a complete density point of a set A E S 
with respect to (w.r.t.) a sequence {tn }n~N if and only if 
oo 
~-~ X(tn " (A' - x) M [-1,1]) <oo. 
n=l  
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Using the above notions we can construct r~ - a simple density topology with 
t respect to {tn },oN as well as r c - a complete density topology with respect to {tn },~U 
in a similar way as in the section 2 for tn = n. Then much of the theory remains the 
t t and r~ are topologies uch that r C r C c r~, However, the same, for instance r~ 
question whether these topologies are different is much more delicate. There are 
sequences like tn = 2 ~ , n E N,  for which it is quite easy to construct a set A E S 
such that 0 is a point of a simple density with respect o {t~ },~U without being 
a point of complete density with respect o {tn}~cU of A. It is sufficient o take 
A=R-U ~ [2 " (1 -  1 ,=~ ~),2-n]. 
More generally: 
Theorem 13. l f  {tn}nEN is an increasing sequence convergent to infinity such that 
l imn~ tn+l ~,, - q > 1, then there exists a set A 6 S such that 0 is a simple density 
point but not complete density point o f  A ( both with respect o {tn },,~U). 
Proof. PutA- -R -U  °c [~(1 -1) ,L ]  Since ( tn 'A ' )N[0,1 lD(1- -  ± 1),we 
n=l  tn " n 
have ~=l  )4(tn • A') n [0, 1]) = +oo, so 0 is not a complete density point of A with 
respect to {tn}ncN. 
To prove that 0 is a simple density point of A w.r.t. {tn}ncN we shall show that 
l imsupn((t , .A ' )N[O,  1 ] )c{ l ,q  l ,q 2, q-3 . . . .  } .LetzE(0 ,1 ] -{1 ,q - l ,q  z . . . .  }. 
There exists k0 E N U {0} such that z E (q-~o+l), q ko). Observe that z can belong 
only to a finite number of intervals of the form 
( , ( , )  l) 
tn" t~+ko 1 , . n +ko 
Indeed, from our assumption it follows that limn_+~ t~ _ 1 so both sequences 
tn+k 0 qkO 
tn+ko \ n q- k 0 nEN tn+ko nEN 
converge to ~ which implies our claim. Similarly z belongs only to a finite 
number of intervals of the form 
(+( ' ) ' t  tn • 1 n + ko + 1 ' tn+ko+l 
and from these observations it easily follows that z does not belong to lim SUPn (tn • 
A') N [0, 1]. Hence 0 is a simple density point of A. 
In similar way one can prove 
Proposition 14. I f  q = +oo in the denotations o f  Theorem 13, then 
limsup(t,,. A ~) N [0, 1] C {1}, 
I1 
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so again 0 is a simple density point of A without being a complete density point 
of A. 
It is worth observing that for a given sequence {ln}n6 N convergent to infinity 
J.A. Haight in [3] has constructed a Lebesgue measurable set E C R + such that 
Xl )~(E) = +oo, ~ does not belong to {tn}n~N for Xl,X2 ~ E and i fx  is any positive 
number, then x. y ~ E, y ~ {tn}n~U has only a finite number of  solutions y. This set 
l can be considered as a generalization of  the Lekkerkerker set. I f  we take f (x )  = x 
for x ~ R + and put A = f (E )  for such a set, then 0 is a simple density point of  A' 
with respect o {t~ },oN. 
Nothing can be said about complete convergence of  {X(tn.(a--x)N[_l,1])}nEN to
X[-hl], because the condition )~(E) = +oo does not guarantee that 
o,o 
Z )~(tn "(A - x) n [-1,1]) = oo, 
n=l  
where A = f (E )  as before (take for example E = Un~=l[2n,2 n + 1]). In the 
construction of  Haight there was used a sequence {Zn}n~N consisting of  all tn's, 
all positive integers and closed with respect o products. For such {z~ }noN we have 
obviously 
o~ 
Z )~(Zn "(A -  x) N [-1, 1]) =+~,  
n=l  
but this doesn't help. 
So the question whether a simple density topology w.r.t. {tn}n6 N is essentially 
stronger than a complete density topology w.r.t. {tn}ncN remains open. 
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